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A HAVEN IN THE LUSH

ATLANTIC FOREST

Located in Angra dos Reis, 13 kilometers 

from the city center and 150 kilometers 

from Rio de Janeiro, this resort was built 

on the old Brazilian hacienda Fazenda 

Tanguá, still preserving some of its 

original constructions and royal palm 

trees. Surrounded by a unique natural 

landscape, it features 319 apartments, 

outdoor pools, Satsanga spa, several 

restaurants with a diverse gastronomic 

offer and fun activities for all age 

groups. Do not forget to go on nature 

walks through the Atlantic Forest, 

visiting the waterfalls, taking boat trips 

around the islands and trying out the 

diving programs.
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ROOMS

The Vila Galé Eco Resort de Angra 

hotel has a total of 319 bedrooms. 

Among them, we highlight 11 suites 

and one presidential suite. All rooms 

have a balcony and offer views of the 

sea, the pool or the Atlantic Forest.

Telephone

Wi-fi *

Air conditioning

LCD television

Cable TV

Mini-bar

Safe

Private bathroom with telephone

Hair dryer

Make-up mirror

Free personal care products

Electronic safety door lock

* two free accesses per room
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SERVICES

To meet its guests’ needs, Vila Galé Eco 

Resort de Angra offers the following:

* two free accesses per room
** for an additional cost

Wi-fi internet access 
in public areas *

Gardens and 
outdoor areas

Outdoor pool for 
adults and children

Garage

Playground

Nep Club

Baby pantry room

Game room

Nautical center

Tennis courts

Synthetic grass field

Satsanga spa

Fitness center

Shops

Business center with 
wi-fi internet **

First-aid room

Laundry service **

Access for people with 
reduced mobility

24-hour Reception
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ENTERTAINMENT

Throughout the year, the hotel offers 

entertainment programs for adults 

and children with specialized monitors 

performing activities in the pools, 

outdoors and in the NEP club.
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RESTAURANTS 
AND BARS

Vila Galé Eco Resort de Angra has two 

restaurants and two bars available for 

its clients:

‘CASA DA FAZENDA’ AND CHILDREN’S RESTAURANT

Integrated in the structure of the old 
Brazilian hacienda Fazenda Tanguá.

‘VERSÁTIL’ RESTAURANT

It is the hotel’s main restaurant.

‘INEVITÁVEL’ RESTAURANT

This Mediterranean-inspired restaurant.

‘FADO E SAMBA’ RESTAURANT

This local and Portuguese cuisine restaurant.

‘EUPHORIA’ BAR

This is the hotel’s bar of excellence.

‘SUBMARINO’ WET BAR

Literally inside the pool.

BEACH BAR

It offers a beverages and cocktails service.

LOBBY BAR

It is located next to the hotel’s reception.

‘SOUL & BLUES’ DISCO

Bar and disco with live music or DJ.
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EVENT ROOMS

Vila Galé Eco Resort de Angra has the 

ideal space for your business meetings. 

Having you and your company in mind, 

it offers rooms for meetings, congresses 

or team building actions, but also 

adaptable to other event types. We have 

the right solutions to provide memorable 

moments.

ACTIVITIES 

SERVICES
Audiovisual equipment rental

Wi-fi internet access

Catering

Nautical sports

Guided tours

Walks

Rafting
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WELLNESS

The Vila Galé Eco Resort de Angra hotel 

features a Satsanga spa that is designed 

for providing well-being to all customers, 

and it is open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. The 

access prices should be checked on site.

Here you may enjoy the following:

Dry and steam sauna

Massage and aesthetic treatment rooms

Boutique with spa products sale
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ACTIVITIES IN THE 
SURROUNDINg AREA

Making the best of the privileged 

location of the Vila Galé Eco Resort de 

Angra hotel, we suggest the following 

activities, so that you have a perfect stay:

State Park of Ilha Grande

Cataguás Island

Mombaça, Angra dos Reis

Botinas Island

Gipoia Island

Feiticeira Waterfall (Cachoeira da Feiticeira)

Vila do Abraão, Angra dos Reis

Historic Town of Mambucaba

Naval School

Matriz Church

Historic Town of Trindade

Comprida Island

Senhor do Bonfim Hermitage

Pico do Papagaio mountain range

Carmo Convent
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VILA gALé ECO RESORT DE ANGRA 
    

Estrada Vereador Benedito Adelino, 8413, Fazenda Tanguá

23909-901 Angra dos Reis, RJ - Brasil 

Telephone (+55) 24 3379 2800  |  Fax (55) 24 3379 2801

angra@vilagale.com  |  angra.reservas@vilagale.com

www.vilagale.com


